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Heat Treating Challenges
forthe Future

Iihe .heat. treating of
gears presents a diffi-
cult challenge to both

__ the heat treater and
the gear manufacturer. The
number and variety of vari-
ables involved in the manu-
facturing process itself and
the ubsequent heat treaLing
cycle create a complex
matrix of factors which need
to be controlled in order to
produce a quality product. A
heat treater pec.ializing in
gears or a gear manufacturer
doing hi own heat treating
must have a clear under-
landing of the e i ue in

order to deliver a qualuy
product and make a profitat
the' arne time. The situation
also present a number of
area that could benefit
greatly from com inued
research and development,

'Crmca1l[ssues in Gear
u,eat Treating,

Material and Faln'i-
cation Mel'hod . Material,
their chemical. compo iuon
and variation from one up-
plier 10 another pre ent many
challenge 10 the heal treater
of gear . Complicating the
i uei 'the specifle gear
geometry that mu I be re-
rained after the heat treating
process. The gear geometry
parameters such a number
of teeth. involute profile,

Where the industry should' go from here.
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pressure angle
diameter ,are of critical
importance, as are geometric
slteration to them caused by
heat treating.

Gears are fabricated a
number of diff,erenl. way.
including hobbing; casting,
forging, and powder forming.
Heat treating process specifi-
cations mu t also consider
the influence of these fabri-
cation prooes es.

These heat treating is ue
may be re olved al the gear
fabrication tage by coopera-
tion between the gear de ign-
er and the heat treater in
developing an SPC trategy,
Using availablepredictive
models. gear geometry may
be purposely aliered uo
account for part. distortion
after quenching, A controlled
quenching proce ~ will com-
pensate for such a predeter-
mined alteration ill the gear
geometry. and the gears will
then need few geometrical
corrections. Proce es : uch
as die quenching should be
avoided, for they set up un-
warranted re idual stresses.
Again, a unable application
of control lechno.logyto
rapid cooli liS may help
obtain the de ired re ult,

lla~dening Methods. The
heat treater must also ,addres
the question of whether the

gears are to be urface- or
bulk-hardened. Either induc-
tion or flame hardening can
be used, although induction
hardening isthe preferred
method! for gears.

Another surface hardening
method is ihe surface carbon-
diffusion carburizing process.
Gas carburizing of gear tooth
surfaces to achieve the
desired! carbon content and
the corresponding surface
hardness i a. more common-
ly accepted proce for low-
carbon or alloy teels,

Alternative to urface
carburizing are carboaitriding
and nirriding, Since nitriding
is done at a lowerternpera-
lure than carburizing, gear
distortion is not as severe,

Purnoee Atmospheres.
Controlling rhe furnace
atmo phere for urfaee car-
buriz.ing all' nitriding i n criti-
cal issue in achieving the
desired carbon or nitrogen
surface peneirati n depth, For
earburizing, the carbon depth
is significant. [n nnriding, 11Ie
surface depth is only ski III

deep to achieve the desired
wear properttes, Both of these
processes are associated with
dimensional changes.

Furnace behavior and
alma pheres in 'the furnaces
may be censrolled u ing
expert systems, neural nels
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and fuzzy logic integrated
con trollers. These tools
address. both the universal
and local variable that dic-
tate the quality of heat treat-
ed gears. The fuzzy logic
controller is able to control
the case depth very preci ely.
while maintaining a con-
trolled furnace atmosphere.
AI 0, since the fuzzy logic
controller i able to track. the
energy input 10 the furnace, it
can deliver carburized gears
with optimum energy and
cost. savings.

These advances in compu-
ten; and computer-integrated
controls make it feasible for
heat. treaters to adopt such
advanced technology. How-
ever, the U.S .. heat treating
industry i lagging behind in
its application, which is
much more common in
Germany and Japan.

Quellcllillg, 'Gear tooth
hardness is achieved through
a controlled cooling process
called quenching ..Quenching
involves heating a gear to a
desired temperature and
cooling it at a rapid rate to
achieve desired hardness.
While the principles Q1f the
quenching process may be
knows wuh some degree of
reliability, the acrual practice
in a heat trearmg shop is a
closely guarded mystery.

The rate of cooling is
dependent upon the type of
quenchant, number of stages
involved. agitation rate of the
quenchanl.gear location and
oriemation in the quench
tank and quench contamina-
tion and degradation. The
process has too many vari-
ables to control and produce
uniform.ly consistent quality
results for gear heat treating.

Unfortunately, heat treat-
ers have learned to live with
part distortion. Instead of

developing a process control
strategy. III y have spent their
resources expen ive equip-
ment and technical talems
stralghtening distorted parts.
According to some estirnates,
!:heU.S ..autoindustry spends
million of dollar a year
solving problems created dur-
ing quenclUng.

s.tress Relieving. Stres
relieving quenched gear i
normal practice in the indu ~
try. Controlting the stress
pattern, within th gear tooth
and understanding the mi-
crostructures and grain size
during heat treating is anojh-
er matter. The role of the
microstructure ,. grain size
and residual stre di tribu-

is generally well understood
by heat treaters: however. not
much importance i given to
these variable in practice.
U er-friendly technelogy '10

analyze the influence of these
variables j mu h needed.

Equipme.rlt. Heal. treating
equipment play a igniflcant
role in developing heal. treat
processes and heat treat spec-
ifications for gears. Since the
processes are dependent on
the equipment. thetechnolo-
gy is vendor-driven. Mo t

commercial :l1eal.treat hops
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are limited in their resources:
hence, they are unable to keep
up with the capital investmem
required for implementation
of new processes.

U.S.. heat treaters eventu-
ally will have to face this
fact and develop their own
technology instead of de-
pending upon the vendors,
but this creates an additional
burden 'On them. A reason-
able solution is to develop a
joint collaborative effort
among the material suppli-
ers. equipment vendors,
process controllers and heat
treaters to serve their clients.
Professional. groups such as
the ASM Heat Treating
Society are in an ideal posi-

tion to serve this purpose.
Stalldards .. Many heal

treatment standards are
available today, but with
ever-increasing international
competition, pressure is on
heat treaters to learn to com-
ply with ISO standards and
practices. Accepting the ISO
as a universal standard is a
way to establish common
ground for heat treaters to
understand their client needs.
The existing heat treatment
standards will become tile
backbone of the [SO stan-
dards. Such integration of
standards will create a
win/win situation. Not only
will everyone be speaking
the same language, but when
disputes about processing
and legal liability arise, a
heat treater would have the
commonly accepted [SO
standard to back him up.

In the meantime, the
University of Cincinnati
Center for Industrial Heat
Treating Processes lila a
database-integrated expert
system for pes that permits a
user to search for suitable
heat treatment standard for
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a wide variety of materials.
These standards (all in
English) are from the U.S"
Japan, France, Italy. Ger-
many and other countries,
Given a material designation
or composition, one may
searchthese standards and
compare the differences in
the various specifications.

Present environmental
standards for the industry are
another cause for concern.
They are very restrictive. In
some cases, meeting these
standards can put a heat
treater out of business ..Some
kind ol'common ground will
have to be developed to
allow heal. treaters a reason-
able profit margin while still

Tr:ainirlg ..Training of per-
sonnel to keep up with tech-
nical advances is a critical
issue for the captive and
commercial heat treaters.
Most educational organiza-
tion do not offer a practice-
oriented education training
program 011 heat treating.
The practice in industry is
labor- intensive and still
relies very heavily on local
experience .. This is another
area in which much work
needs to be done.

Advances in Heat Treating
Science. Technology

and Its Practice
We have briefly discu

the issues which influence
the way heat treating is done
today, How the indusfry
addresses these issues will

determine what. the industry
will look like in the future.

New technology and ap-
proaches are now available
for the heat treating industry
if it will only take advantage
of them. They include:

• Process development.
and its control,

• Networking to share com-
mon re ources and problems,

• Materia] handling to bring

•. Development 'Ofproduc-
tion schedules to reduce
cycle times,

• Implementation of real-
time process control,

• Training of personnel to
learn and implement new
heat treating technology.

Because of a large num-
ber of variables that affect
the outcome of heat treated
gears, heat treaters should
developtheir own process
control strategies to deliver
quality in their work. While

the typical methodologies
remain the same in develop-
.illg such process con troll
strategies, the approach has
to be individualized by each
heat treating enterprise. Tile
Taguchi method to identify
the significantly contributing
parameters, statistical pro-
cess control, quality control,
pm control and fuzzy-logic-
based control are some of the
technologies that one may
apply, depending upon the
process and the required
degree of control

Networking of heat treat-
ers, equipment vendors and
material suppliers is an alter-
nate approach to gaining the
knowledge needed to devel-
op a process control. The
ASM Heat Treating Society,
'Ohio's Heat Treat Network,
the Metal Treating Institute
and the University of Cin-
cinnati's Heat Treating
Research Center, among oth-
ers, provide avenues for heat
treaters and the users of their
services to link lip.

Material handling is a key
to automation and is very
much needed in the heat
treating industry, Because of
smaller batch sizes and part
and materia] variation, heat
treater should look into
developing flexible heat
treating work cells. Adap-
tation of such new technolo-
gy will significantly improve
serviceability, productivity
and profit.

With a suitable develop-
ment of flexible heat treating
work cells, II heat treater is in
an ideal position to develop a
production schedule and
optimize his resources to
give the best turnaround,

Real time process control
is needed in gas carburiziag,
nitriding and quenching.
However, much work remains



to be done in thi area beyond
integrating the sen ors in the
furnaces to control the fur-
nace ulmosphere.

Training of the personnel
is a.key to developing a qual-
ity heat treating proces .
However, becau e of the lim-
ired number of re eurce
available to the heat treater
and to the educational in ti-
turions, th is i sue ha not
been addressed at a ati fnc-
tory level. Plenty of room for
progres remains.

New Materials and
Processes

New materials that will
provide some challenge to
gear heat treating industrie
are the composite material .
Metal. matrix compo ites in
particular are expected to
change the way we will fab-
ricate gears with a de ired
degree of hardness and other
mechanical properties.

The nitriding process has
gained significant acceptance
in the heat treating industry.
With some modificauon, it

may replace the popular gas
carburizing process, which is
very time-consuming, costly
and creates evere metallur-
gical problem. The induc-
tion hardening proees may
get replaced by apatented
gas heat treating process
under development that is as
fast as induction heating.
Since the heating cost is con-
iderably less in this process.

the fast heating gas furnaces
show promise for the indus-
try. Much development i
needed, however, before thi
fa t-heating ga fired fur-
nace' integrated proces
commercialized.

CuUiing Edge In Heat
Treating Reearch

Some of the important
issueslhat need 10' be
addressed now include:

• All affordable. user-
friendly computer simulation
model for predicting gear
distortion as a result.

• All affordable, user-
friendly computer simulation
model for predicting residual
stresses ill heat treated gears.

• An affordable user-
friendly computer model for
the quenching process to
achieve (he desired hardness
and micro uucrures,

• Real-time process control
methodology for heat treaters.

• Design and implementa-
tion of flexible gear heat
treating systems.

Using tile finite element
technique, The Center for
Industrial Heal Treating
Processes has developed
models for predicting part.
distortion and residual stress-
es in gears that are made
from plain carbon and alloy
steels. The Marathon Meni-
tor has developed II model
for the gas carburizing
process. The National Center
for Manufacturmg Science
(NCMS) through its CRADA
agreement with the national
government laboratories is
developing a quenching model
for neat treating processes.

While a significant amount
of new technology is being
developed and may be avail-
able to the u er,the industry
is still pursuing II pragmatic.
be t-compromi e approach to
delivering the quality heat
treating service. The ideal ofa
100% guaranteed, completely
cnntrollable and predictable
process that is affordable for
the customer and profitable
for the provider is still a long
way away. 0
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No sst-up or master required. PC based SPG program
available or RS-232 port. Precision Tungsten Carbide
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Process Industries, a leader in the manufacture of Custom
Gears, is now offering a gear and hob inspection service.
Using our state-ol-the-art M '& M' 'Gear Analyzer allows
geometrical analysis of gear characteristics as well as diagnosis
and troubleshooting of gear problems.
'Gear 'Inspection Iinclud'es:
Profile (Involute) Form
Tooth Arignment (Lead)
Tooth Spacing Variatlon
Pitch UneRun-out
Evaluation
OutsideDiameter Run-out
Let us help you prove the quality of your gears or hobs.
2 day inspection standard.
Rush Inspection provides 24 hour turn around.
We' also Sharpen Hobsl
3860N.River Road· SchillerPark" IL 60176

IHob, Inspectionl Includes:
Flute Lead
Thread Lead
Pressure Angle
Sharpening .
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